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Marketed solely in North American market with the longer wheelbase, Mercedes discontinued
the R-Class for North America and other markets in â€” continuing production for the Chinese
market only until Most came with Bi-Xenon headlights. The entry with Long in parenthesis
denotes availability in both standard and long wheelbases. Otherwise, the entry shows the
standard wheelbase only. The Long without parenthesis denotes long-wheelbase version only.
The asterisk next to the figures denotes the long-wheelbase R-Class. R Class in USA had many
options to choose from in the sales brochure. Major options were Navigation, 7th seat between
middle row center seats, panoramic sunroof, and premium Harman Kardon sound system.
Mercedes-Benz announced in May that the R-Class model range would be expanded with more
engine options and availability of rear-wheel-drive system for selected models in addition to
4MATIC all-wheel-drive system. A new smaller 3-litre V6 is available in both petrol and diesel
versions. The seating options became more flexible, offering five, six, or seven seats. AMG
styling option was added to the extensive list of standard and extra-cost options. The R-Class
received a facelift to the front and rear fascias, grille, side mirrors, and taillights for the model
year to present. At the same time, the new 5. It features a handbuilt 6. No rear-wheel-drive
option was offered in R 63 AMG. A high performance version of R-Class wasn't well received
due to the poor handling dynamics, especially with heavy V8 engine. Mercedes targeted 50,
sales per year, half of those for the North American market. While the initial strong sales of first
two model years, and , the sales fell in following the recession , reaching less than ten percent
of ML-Class sales. In Germany, the limited engine choices and lack of available rear-wheel-drive
option at the launch led to slow sales with almost 4, units sold in The sales decline followed for
a few years despite adding more engine choices and rear-wheel-drive option. The mid-cycle
refresh increased the sales to almost 2, before dropping to less than units for the final model
year, The cause of poor sales performance is hard to attribute, considering multitude of
possible reasons. Chrysler Division of parent company, DaimlerChrysler , had introduced
Pacifica a few years prior to the R-Class introduction, and Pacifica was plagued with production
and quality issues as well as poor marketing and severe lack of engine choices. Thirdly, the
Great Recession of greatly impacted the automotive sales and consumer's confidence along
with strong increase in fuel price, making R-Class less desirable due to its higher fuel
consumption. The mid-cycle refresh didn't help with sales at all despite improved fascia
appearance more in line with ML-Class and GL-Class and better interior. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. International, Inc. MBUSI ". Orion International. Retrieved 31
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help keep you safe. They called within hours and answered all of my questions. Very helpful and
friendly. It was an overall good experience - no pressure, and the purchase went thru fast and
was not a time sucking never ending ordeal that I dread. I am extremely happy with my car and
would definitely recommend RevoEuro to anyone looking to buy. No negotiation whatsoever,
price advertised is if you only finance through them. Vehicle purchase price increases when
trying to buy out. Did not entertain other finance options. Have not made a decision on the exact
car I am buying yet, but this dealer has been very responsive to my inquiries and has answered
my questions directly. So far, I am very happy with their customer service. Ray called me as I
asked for someone to do so, due to me not being able to see the phone or company info. He
was friendly and gave me the information to apply online. Super impressed by the sales staff.
Maverick was funny, easy going and made the buying process smooth and painless. A real
surprisingly good car buying experience. I requested pictures and videos after hours. The
Dealer sent several videos and pictures within 24 hours of my request. Amanda helped me on
site and was quick to come out and help me look and test drive the car I had been looking at
online. She heard what I wanted and delivered. And helped me get the financing I needed! The
dealership responded promptly to my request. They were very courteous and were ready for me
to test drive the vehicle. Dealer responded within a timely manner and schedule an
appointment. I was able to Get everything I needed done over the phone. Once arriving to my

appointment I was greeted with my salesman assigned to me and purchased the vehicle within
in 2hrs. Never got a straight answer on selling price. Instead more interested in the payoff
amount of my trade in. Meanwhile, suggested I drive 70 miles to see the vehicle which would
have resulted in a complete waste of time. He was professional. Contacted me very quickly.
Changed my mind and went in a different direction. Dealer was friendly and helpful. Car was as
advertised. I little more expensive than you would expect for an 18 year old car. But the car is in
beautiful shape. Drove it miles home without issues. The employees where very nice. The owner
was yelling at them and not very nice Will never get a car from him! We'll help you find great
deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Elijah. CarGurus Pay. Private Seller: Joseph. Lafayette, LA
Message Seller. Image Not Available. Negotiable , mi. Authorized Mercedes-Benz Dealer. Im six
foot one inch tall in the seat cushion is a little short I need to get something that can extend it
other than that I am happy! I love the styling and handling of the car. I have the less powerful
CLS model which has more than adequate power and gets around 30 mpg highway.. Some may
say the interior is a bit dated looking as the styling for this car was introduced for the model
year and borrowed some from the S class model introduced for the model year. But it Read
more. Bought it - love it. Traded in a Jaguar XJL. Sport and functionality of the Jaguar with the
dependability of Mercedes! Great trade. Why Use CarGurus? Whether you want coupelike style
and agility or the ease of entry that only four doors can provide, the Mercedes-Benz CLS-Class
has it. This Benz also has a body so stunning that even those who find neither trait very
important will fall for it. When it comes to shaking up the rarefied air of the luxury car world, no
amount of power under the hood or computers in the cabin can top the draw of an intriguing
design. More stunning in person than in even the most flattering pictures, the Mercedes-Benz
CLS has a visual presence that few of its peers can match. The Mercedes CLS possesses a level
of athleticism and luxury that up until this point has been hard to find in a single car. Although it
makes use of numerous unique pieces throughout, the better part of its hardware is taken
straight from the E sedan. The engine is a 5. While its shape does wonders for its image, it also
reduces its interior dimensions in several important areas. But in back its dimensions are
tighter in nearly every dimension when compared to the shorter E-Class. There are also a few
ergonomic quirks typical of German cars, like the flimsy fold-out cupholder, lack of storage
space and overly complicated audio and navigation controls. Nothing new here to be sure, but
still the kind of things that leaves you scratching your head when you consider the brilliant level
of engineering interspersed throughout the rest of the car. Having had time behind the wheel,
we still harbor our previous objections to its nomenclature, but a newfound appreciation for its
shape and performance makes its classification a moot point. The Mercedes-Benz CLS-Class
isn't a case of form over function; it's a rare combination of the two that makes them almost
complementary -- an impressive feat that needs no explanation. Expect typical luxuries like
power seat, window, lock and sunroof controls, as well as four-zone automatic climate control
and a trip computer. Mercedes' Airmatic suspension system comes standard, giving the CLS a
level of adjustability to suit every type of driver. Left in its default comfort mode, the CLS
responds with typical luxury car motions, soft when it needs to be and stiff enough to maintain
complete control at all times. Two additional settings designed for more aggressive driving are
available should you desire a more coupelike handling experience. With so many gears at its
disposal, the horsepower V8 is never far from its sweet spot, a circumstance that makes the
sizable sedan feel quicker than its horsepower number would suggest. Mercedes claims a
0-tomph sprint of 6. Responses from the advanced transmission are satisfyingly quick,
especially when left in the sport shift mode that livens up the performance even more. Besides
the traditional luxury car safety features, such as four-wheel disc antilock brakes and stability
control, the Mercedes CLS features a full complement of front- and side-impact airbags. The
CLS has not yet been crash tested. Although it's nearly 5 inches longer than an E-Class, the
CLS weighs barely a few pounds more, and transitioning from one curve to the next makes it
obvious that despite its accommodating rear seats, this is no S-Class. Unlike the big flagship
that reminds you of its size when pushed, the CLS invites you to go harder at every turn.
Quicker steering, less body roll and plenty of grip thanks to standard inch wheels and tires give
the Mercedes-Benz CLS-Class a legitimate claim to coupelike performance. Smaller door

openings make getting in and out of the rear seats more difficult, but once situated, the aft
quarters are surprisingly accommodating. Six-footers brush their heads, but plenty of knee, toe
and shoulder room keep it comfortable. The short windows do make it feel less airy than a
typical sedan, but compared to a traditional coupe, the Mercedes-Benz CLS is legitimately
comfortable in back rather than merely passable. A dashboard-wide strip of wood trim
differentiates the CLS from any of its current siblings, along with smaller, but tastefully applied
touches of wood and chrome trim on the doors and center console. The standard wood wears a
new matte finish designed to look more natural than the usual high-gloss timber found in most
luxury cars. Optional high-gloss trim is available for those who prefer the shinier stuff. Doing so
could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then
select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near
you. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car
buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Sleek lines make getting in back a little awkward, complicated control interface. Other years.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the CLS-Class for sale near you.
See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds'
Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Only 4 passenger
sports car! I traded my S for this car. The trunk is enormous. This is my daily driver. I love the
sound, steering feel, power and look. Unbelievable to have something this cool and this
practical. I am a senior and this is our sedan. I love it!! A little tight in the back seat, yet I'm
never there. Performance is excellent as well as handling. If you buy one, get used to cars
stopping to take a photo with their cell phone cameras. I would highly recommend this car. This
is the best car ever sold to the masses. The exterior styling is what an auto should be. It is not
like those cookie cutter automobiles that we see on the road. The handling is superb and the
aceleration is outstanding. The dynamic seats makes driving long distances more comfortable.
This is the type of car Detroit should try to make. I've had my CLS for three months now. Prior
to it I drove an E for five years. The new supercharged CLS- 55 engine with tighter suspension
is a superior ride to the E The Harmon Kardon stereo system is OK, but not the best. The
manual shift mechanism on the steering column makes city driving a blast again. I must say
that everytime I get in this car, it puts me in another world allowing me to temporarily believe
that its also Camelot on the outside. When I first got it, I was constantly going for the brakes
because I was approaching the vehicle in front quicker than anticipated. C'est la vie!! Read less.
Write a review. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 1 reviews.
Sponsored cars related to the CLS-Class. Sign Up. Make Mercedes-Benz. Model E-Class.
Currently has 79k It is in excellent condition inside and out. Its got black leather interior.
Options include Sunroof, Active seats, Heated seats, Massaging seats, Dual and rear climate
control, Navigation system. Mercedes AMG 19 inch rims and new rear tires. The car runs great
and has no issues. Its always serviced on time and I have a Clean title in hand. Has Current Va
Inspection and Emissions. This is a superclean Mercedes-Benz E 55 Amg silver Black interior
fully loaded with nav and panoramic roof heated and AC Power dynamic seats with massage
with factory E 63 rims and tires. All service and maintenance currently up-to-date. Turns a lot of
heads. Huge aftermarket rims with low profile tires, wider in the back than in the front. All the
bells and whistles. Very good condition. This thing is refined and classy yet ready to race. Here
are some of the features:Automatic transmission with optional manual shift paddles on the
steering wheelAll leather black interiorFront seats have side bolsters that inflate when you turn
corners for racing Front seats also have heat and cool, massage, 4 position memory, and
inflatable bolsterQuad zone climate control front and back NavigationSatellite radioCD
changerHigh-intensity headlightsHeadlight washersHuge sunroofMoon roof over the back
seatCruise controlRemote controlled back window shadeRemote controlled back headrest
collapseHarmon-Karden sounds system with MP3 jackBeautiful original paint jobmuch more
Amazing car. Receipts for all oil changes full synthetic only. Most fun you can have on 4 wheels.
No low-ballers. Don't need help selling it. Will only accept bank transfer or cash no cashier
checks or fake money orders. Get it before it's gone. Has a E63 front bumper upgrade. Just
flushed the transmission and I also just changed the oil. Car looks practically perfect and in
excellent condition for the mileage. Just did an alignment. The TSW rims on the car are rotary
aluminum forged and stronger than factory cast rims. Has heated and cooled seats. Dynamic

seats and massage seats. No panoramic roof. Car has some extra tint. Car is slightly lowered. If
you pay with cash, money order or cashiers check I am willing to negotiate on the price a little
especially if paid in person. Call with questions. Serious inquires only. Private Buyers only. Do
not call trying to help sell my car for a fee. No dealers! He dropped out of college and no longer
has the use of this car. We have replaced the fan clutch, water pump, belts and tensioner, new
motor mounts and trans mount and more within the last year or so. The car has been a very
good vehicle for us. Brakes are good as well as the tires. Car does have a minor rust spot at the
typical spot on the truck as pictured. It's a 13 years old classic MB. Headliner of the sunroof
cover needs to be replaced but we won't put any more money into this car as we have several
new cars and our son has lost out. Car is being sold as is with no warranty. This car is not
perfect as it is 13 years old. If you have any questions please ask. To buy it now, make your best
offer a good one. Thanks for looking and best wishes. Seats are still soft , non smoker,
windshield is clear, tires are up, sunroof and all windows work, the only lights on are
suspension. This is a vehicle ready to go and does not need much attention. Model CLK-Class.
Hello, and it's good to have you here : I just wanted to start by let you know it is with regret that
I'm writing this classified ad, but as always: priorities dictate decisions. I wanted to own another
devilishly fast, work of art on wheels, BUT! I Knew from day 1 it had to be a White one, White
with Black interior. Can you imagine!? Well I found one of them! That was it, the plan was
hatched. Considering it's lbs lighter than the SL55 it's no surprise! Engine swap you say!? Now
for the faint of heart! I agree with you. The only way I'd consider doing the swap is if it could be
completed by a shop who's leadership I'd known with firsthand observations. He said he could
do it, and he didn't let me down! How Does The Car Drive!? The car behaves like factory,
smooth, quiet idle, mash the gas, and the car moves like a supercharged train on rails! All
functions work as intended. You open the hood, and you'd never know that the new
Supercharged AMG M engine under the hood was not installed by Klaus in Deutschland. If you
know how to drive this will nearly never occur and is a non-issue. Flaws: tiny curb rash on one
of the 17" AMG chrome rims. Leather from Dash-top in one small area needs to be re-adhered to
the dash, there's a wrinkle in the leather. The "orthopedic" seats aren't very orthopedic right
now. Inside of top - liner plastic trim around inner rear window has crack - you'd never have
seen it if I didn't just itemize it here : Tiny windshield star nick. No accidents to my knowledge,
and always a Florida car since new, NOT a rust-belt car, averaging only 6, miles per year, and
seeing her you know she was a weekend cruiser, and well taken care of, a needle in a hay stack
for sure. Classic, fast beauties, you may have just found your new car, thanks for your interest,
and I don't know if I will relist the vehicle again, if there's no market for it, so if you think this
may be the one to make you stand out in the crowd, don't hesitate to contact me, and let's strike
a deal! Thank you! Additional photos available upon request to serious parties. The worst I can
say is no thank you, or maybe we find a happy middle ground! This black beauty has been
modified with the following: ECU and TCU upgrade, mm pulley with ported supercharger by
Stiegemeier, Kleenmann Headers, Flowmaster Exhaust, upgraded injectors, and added heat
exchange. Has not been evaluated on dyno but should be well over HP! In addition to these
modifications, this powerful beast is been enhanced with Forgestar Racing Wheels and carbon
fiber finishings. This E55 has horses and handles and drives excellent. The silver exterior is in
great shape for the year and kilometers. As always, I fully disclose so here are the honest
details. There is some small bubbling on the bottom of the two front fenders which is very
common for this body style. There is also a couple of minor scratches and dent on the rear
bumper. A couple of small paint repairs are also evident but overall it is in great shape. The
black leather interior is also in excellent shape with no major rips, tears or wear spots. A very
nice sedan for the money. All the power functions appear to be working. The AC blows cold and
the heat blows hot. The driver side headrest is powered up and doesn't come down. That's it,
everything else has been working fine. The original AMG rims are in great shape and have very
good tires. The spare wheel is also factory AMG with a good tire. I have all the books for this car
and one key only. The fob is new style. The service book is all stamped from day one by one of
the local Benz dealers right up to KM! As you can see, I am very honest with my ads. That is
why I have 3 very high rating and fully positive eBay accounts. I will gladly answer any
questions by phone, text or email. The car is listed locally so can sell at anytime. I am a fully
registered dealer and you will pay applicable tax over and above the winning bid. HST here in
Ontario. I get great rates for insured, reliable shipping so feel free to contact me for a quote. I
will ship anywhere in Canada at your cost. Call Vasco at Thanks for looking. All vehicles are
sold "as-is" and without warranty. Some vehicles will have factory warranty remaining will be
stated in our description. All cars come with one master key unless otherwise stated. Under no
circumstances will we be liable for any inaccuracies, claims or losses of any nature.
Furthermore, inventory is subject to prior sale and prices are subject to change without notice.

To ensure your complete satisfaction, please verify accuracy prior to purchase. Ad created by
eCarList. Call to find out how eCarList can service your dealership. General Terms All of the
vehicles we list on eBay are for sale locally. We reserve the right to end an auction early. All
cars are immediately ready for delivery upon sale. Please call to make arrangements for
payment. Payment Types: Cash in person, Certified Funds, Institutional Financing All sales
transactions must be completed within 7 calendar days of auction close. Fees and Taxes Out of
state buyers are not charged tax, title, or license but are responsible for the documentation fee.
The customer is responsible for registering the vehicle in their home state. You will receive day
in-transit tags. Call or text "" to for more information. The number of owners is estimated. We
finance and ship to all 50 states! Comprehensive extended warranty eligible! Rates as low as 2.
Please call for shipping quotes. Shipping to the Southeast takes as little as 2 days, and shipping
coast to coast takes no longer than a week. We also offer extended warranties at a very
reasonable cost which are comprehensive - even covering seals, gaskets, and leaks, and are
fully transferable to future owners thus increasing your vehicle's value! Condition: We are
committed to selling only the finest pre-owned vehicles, and this Mercedes-Benz is no
exception. With all used vehicles there are signs of wear, but this Mercedes-Benz has been
maintained well and there is no abnormal wear to note. We have a clear title in hand for the new
owner. We handle all of our paperwork electronically, so all you have to do is make a winning
offer on this vehicle and sign and fax back our paperwork, and the process is completed! We
will also provide you with a temporary tag to drive the vehicle for thirty days to allow you time to
receive your Florida plates. We are a licensed and bonded Florida dealership with our Dania
Beach location at Tigertail Boulevard. Call with any questions! Our secure online application
form is easy to complete, all you need are a few personal and employment details. Get started
now. We specialize in procuring the finest pre-owned vehicles across all manufacturers and
price ranges. Once a vehicle arrives at our facility, it is inspected with a fine-tooth comb to
repair any small issues. We also disclose any minor wear on our eBay listings. Warranties: We
offer comprehensive warranties from Wells Fargo which even cover wear and tear items like
seals and gaskets, and give you a free loaner car when your vehicle is at the dealership for
service! Export: We are well-versed in the export procedure, especially to Canada. We can
export any vehicle worldwide at a very affordable cost, directly to your door. Trade-In's: We
encourage our customers looking to trade in vehicles to contact us - We will buy your vehicle
whether or not you buy one from us! The Taverna Collection's office can be reached at Placing
a Bid: By bidding on this vehicle you are entering into a legally binding contract to purchase
this vehicle and you agree to abide by all terms of sale set forth herein. Odometer Readings:
Due to demo test drives and mechanical and quality inspections, the mileage of the vehicle
represented may be slightly different than the mileage stated when the vehicle was first listed
on eBay. Vehicle Representation: Although we describe all our vehicles to the best of our
abilities, it is still possible that we may have unintentionally made an error or left some
information out. Please keep in mind that used vehicles may have typical dings and scratches
inherent for their year and mileage. Vehicles may also have previous paintwork professionally
done to enhance the condition of the vehicle, please call us to find out if any panels have been
painted. Interior wear should also be considered depending on the vehicles year and mileage.
Opinions and expectations can vary, so please contact us if you have any questions or
concerns regarding the condition of this vehicle. Since these are used vehicles, please
remember that books, keys, floor mats, CD Cartridges, Navigation Discs, etc. Please review all
photos carefully and if there is anything you are not sure about, ask questions prior to bidding.
We are not responsible for errors or omissions in our listings. Warranty: Unless stated
otherwise, this vehicle is being sold as is and where is with all faults and possible defects. No
representations or warranties are made by seller, either express or implied, including but not
limited to warranties of title or implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular
purpose. Nor are any representations or warranties relied upon by bidders in making bids. You
are only buying what we have. Manufacturers warranties may still apply. An extended warranty
may also be available. Please contact us for details. By bidding on this auction buyer consents
to service by certified mail. At Auction Close Successful "winning" bidder must telephone
within 24 hours after the auction has ended to verify purchase and make arrangements to
complete the transaction. Within 4 business days of the end of auction, full payment must be
received either by cashiers-check, approved bank draft, bank wire, or certified funds. If funds
are not received, and an alternate arrangement has not been made, the vehicle can and will be
made available to other potential buyers on a first-come, first-serve basis. Our Guarantee We
have disclosed as much information as possible about this vehicle and aim to only carry quality
pre-owned merchandise. Buyer will not be responsible for any eBay related fees and will be
dismissed from any contractual obligation with eBay to purchase the vehicle if and only if
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roves vastly different from published ad. Return shipping fees are the obligation of the buyer.
The Taverna Collection values your business! We want you to be completely satisfied with your
online automotive experience from purchase to delivery. Please understand that The Taverna
Collection will arrange shipping for you as a value added service only. We are NOT the shipping
company. Should you be unsatisfied with your shipping service, please let us know! We aim to
recommend only quality vendors. We also accept payment from online lenders J. Morgan Chase
Bank and eBay Finance. Out-of-state buyers are responsible for their own taxes, registration,
etc. Disclaimer All vehicles are sold "as-is" and without warranty. Brooklyn, NY. Bakersfield,
CA. Dallas, OR. Monroeville, PA. Martinsburg, WV. Hanover, MA. Rock Hill, SC. Alert
Successfully Created. Save search. Category - Mileage - Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code. Year
minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

